Reviewed by steven e. gump How much does the success of a scholarly journal manuscript depend on the writing, and how much depends on the research itself? (At minimum, success here means acceptance for publication, but publication alone is neither metric nor marker of making a lasting contribution to a field.) In Writing Education Research: Guidelines for Publishable Scholarship, Joy Egbert and Sherry Sanden highlight the strong connection between research and writing by framing their presentation as a response to sample reviewers' comments on manuscript submissions in the field of education. This novel approach makes their work more reflexive than prescriptive, and it foregrounds manuscript and article readers' needs and expectations. The result, though, is a text that might require additional context to be of use to the true beginner.
Egbert, professor of education at Washington State University, and Sanden, assistant professor of early childhood literacy at Illinois State University, had previously teamed up to write Foundations of Education Research: Understanding Theoretical Components, also published by Routledge (2014) . Writing Educational Research shares a similar design and some of the same structural elements, including reflection exercises throughout the chapters and guided practice exercises at the ends of chapters, the latter of which involve delving into the substantial appendixes that fill out each volume. (Appendixes contribute 40 per cent of each book's pages.)
The authors' goal with this text is straightforward: to address 'how to present research so that it comes across to readers as clear, logical, useful, and justified -in other words, publishable' (13). On this point Egbert and Sanden succeed. My favourite features of the text are the offset 'language notes' sprinkled throughout the middle six of the book's eight chapters. In these boxes the authors offer helpful comments about such matters as keeping style guides close at hand (and using them), being rhetorically direct in one's intentions with a manuscript, plainly connecting the literature review to the research questions and objectives, knowing which tense to use in describing a study, clearly linking assertions to study results, and understanding the semantic difference between 'results' and 'findings.' (I wish, though, that the authors had consistently heeded their own note about data being plural. Oddly, too, this note appears in the chapter on research questions, participants, and context, not in the chapter on data collection, data analysis, and limitations.)
Another strength is the use of reviewer comments on education manuscripts as launching points for the presentations in each chapter. But that assessment is relative: I can make it because I've written research that was subsequently published in education journals. As a result, I know both how the review process works and why anyone would write for scholarly publication in the first place. Neither point is thoroughly addressed in this text, reminding me of the importance of the 'why' chapters that are typical of books in this genre. (Indeed, the best 'howto' books are also 'why-to' books.) The opening chapter, 'Writing and Publishing in Education,' does a remarkable job delimiting the scope of the book: the authors clearly state that their book does not address, for example, how to create content that makes a contribution to a field or how to assess the fit of a manuscript with a particular journal. The book also does not cover how to format or edit a manuscript for 'surface' errors -those in grammar, mechanics, or style. Indeed, the authors point out that several books with those goals exist; they identify a number of them in a 'recommended resources' section.
1 In a sense, their opening chapter functions as the type of focusing section one might expect to encounter in a journal article: it sets up the readers' expectations, for sure, but it doesn't provide context for why the book is needed.
2 The opening chapter also includes a table that lists the key elements of research reports and their purposes; chapters 2 through 7 subsequently take readers on an organized journey from introduction to literature review, research questions, method, results, and conclusions.
My hopes were high for chapter 8, 'Title, Abstract, and Responding to Reviewers.' I have previously noted that titles and abstracts, in particular, are not often given the attention they deserve in writing guides;
3 these elements may often be the only pieces of published articles read thoroughly. Egbert and Sanden continue their theme of the presentation of manuscript components being helpful to readers -titles, for example, should be concise, express the main idea of the research, and 'draw the reader in' (120); and abstracts should 'inform the reader of the content of the manuscript and prompt their interest in reading it' (122). But I expected them to mention the importance of keywords and how most journal articles are indexed or identified in online databases. Taken together, the title and abstract create an opportunity to reach the widest readership possible, and authors must be strategic: in titles and abstracts, every word is a precious commodity. I appreciated, then, Egbert and Sanden's reflection exercise that offers four weak titles in need of improvement (121). A parallel exercise considers an 'incomplete' abstract (124). But, if students or novices are the intended audience, why did Egbert and Sanden not offer evaluations or suggested revisions?
My overall sense is that this book would best be used as part of a graduate course rather than as a stand-alone resource. In the final textual sentence of the final chapter, the authors seem to dilute their contribution with the following observation: 'Books can only go so far in supporting authors to write publishable research reports; in the end, experience, peer support, and mentoring are equally, if not more, important to the process' (130). I opened this review with a comment on the imbrication of research and writing; that point is one that I wish had been further considered in the book but could be further unpacked in the classroom, perhaps in a course that pairs this book with Egbert and Sanders's earlier co-authored work to establish theoretical and design-related context. Students, I hope, would recognize that several of the reviewers' comments cited throughout the text speak to problems greater than those with language alone -design problems, interpretation problems (including overgeneralizations), and the like: the 'fatal flaws' that often doom a manuscript to the 'reject' pile, errors that no amount of rhetorical cosmetics will dissemble. But because readers are not privy to the original manuscripts on which the severely excerpted comments were based, we must fill in the gaps ourselves. Here, then, is another place where students or beginners may require some assistance.
The substantial appendixes do offer a glimpse of the raw and unfiltered. More valuable than the two reprints of published pieces are two manuscript submissions that were both reproduced 'as is with grammatical errors, missing/incomplete references, misspelled names, missing information, etc.' (139). They afford readers an opportunity to play the role of reviewer themselves. But to do so effectively, more context would have been helpful: To which journals were these pieces submitted? What did the accompanying covering letters say? And -truly valuable material for novice writers for scholarly publication -what were the reviewers' and editors' responses to the submissions? The guided practice exercises at the ends of most chapters invite readers to analyse articles in the appendixes, but readers must do so entirely on their own. Annotations would have made the appendixes more useful to the book as an educational tool.
Finally, I was pleased to see the authors cite Paul Silvia's How to Write a Lot as a recommended resource, but I wish timing had been such that they could have known of Silvia's follow-on work, Write It Up.
4 Structured similarly to Writing Education Research, Silvia's Write It Up offers a more complete and cohesive presentation on the fundamentals of journal articles in the social sciences. Silvia's work would thus be more useful on its own, if readers' intentions are to learn how to write publishable scholarship in the field of education. But Egbert and Sanden do offer a valuable resource, one that I could easily imagine finding an appreciated home in graduate-level classrooms in education, where the instructors -if experienced authors themselves -could shed further light on the philosophy and process of writing for scholarly publication. steven e. gump, former editor of the Southeast Review of Asian Studies, is director of global fellowships and awards at Grinnell College. 
Reviewed by robert brown
Mary Norris's book, her first, defies easy genre classification. Between You & Me is a marriage à la mode(s): part memoir, part usage manual. Reviewers of the book on Amazon.com complain that Amazon has wrongly classified it as 'reference.' While it does have an index that lets readers look up specific points of usage, such as who versus whom, the book lacks the customary layout of a reference book: no lists, no columns of paired examples, no sidebars, none of the apparatus that invites browsing. And its coverage of usage matters is too selective to make it a comprehensive guide on grammar and style. The rewards of the book are to be found in Norris's nuanced and often humorous explanations of usage rules, specifically the subset of rules that can trip up even experienced writers: the banana skins of formal style. Norris's explanations come alive in the context of her stories, and readers willing to accept the book's linearity and limited scope are more likely to read it through and enjoy it. Readers who want selfservice in the way of a reference book will find themselves working against the book's current, which draws readers along by the pull of its narration.
Norris's credentials as an authority on style come from her more than thirty-five years as copy editor for The New Yorker, a general-interest
